The problem with GRE when exposed to steam is a chemical degradation process, known
as hydrolysis, which takes place with the epoxy resin. The word hydrolysis comes from
Ancient Greek hydro-, meaning “water,” and lysis, meaning “to unbind.” A hydrolysis
reaction is a “reaction involving an ester link, such as that found between two amino
acids in a protein. The products that result include one that receives the hydroxyl (OH)
group from the water molecule and another that becomes a carboxylic acid with the
addition of the remaining proton (H+).”1 In laymen’s terms, this means that the heated
water molecules in steam chemically attack the ester links in the epoxy resin; therefore,
eating away at the epoxy resin. This leaves only the glass fiber layers of the GRE sheet
material behind. An example of this can be seen in figure 1.

Figure 1: Shown is a GPT VCS™ gasket with SS316L core and NEMA G-11 GRE (green/
yellow color) after being exposed to a steam based media for a few months. The glass
fiber layers (white color) are all that remain between the PTFE seal (translucent white
color) and the pipe bore/media after the epoxy was leached out during the chemical
attack on the gasket. The gray color area is graphite residue from a previously installed
spiral wound gasket in the flange assembly.
GRE gaskets have been used in water service for over 40 years with little to no degradation
to the epoxy. This is because a typical water absorption value for a GRE gasket is 0.10%
per the ASTM D570 test method.2 The majority of water applications experience service
conditions of low pressures at relatively low temperatures. This is why the Linebacker®
style GRE gasket has been successfully used in the water market for many years.
However, the effects of hydrolysis start to begin as temperature is increased.

Figure 2 “shows the effect of moisture content on (glass transition temperature) Tg for a
glass fibre-reinforced epoxy system that has been immersed in distilled deionized water
for prolonged periods of time at three different temperatures.”3

As temperature increases, the epoxy resin begins to leach out of the glass fiber sheet
material. The process of hydrolysis and leaching can occur as low as 60C (140F) and
it may take months to even a few years for the material to be fully saturated by the
slow moisture absorption rate.3 This process begins to occur quicker as temperature and
exposure time are increased. For applications involving steam, which typically involve
higher operating temperatures, failure of a GRE based gasket can occur in as little as
a few months into operation. The results of exposure to steam are seen in the images
of figures 4 and 5. Measurements of these samples are shown in table 1. As the epoxy
leaches out of the glass fiber layers, the GRE laminate material begins to disbond from
the SS316L core.

Figure 3: A cross section of new VCS™ material with SS316L core and NEMA G-10
laminated GRE on the top and bottom sides of the core (left). The cross section of the
G-10 sample after submersion in heated water at 350F under 120 psig pressure for 168
hours (center). The cross section of the G-10 sample after exposure to steam at 350F for
168 hours (right).4

Figure 4: A cross section of new VCS™ material with SS316L core and NEMA G-11 laminated
GRE on the top and bottom sides of the core (left). The cross section of the G-11 sample after
submersion in heated water at 350F under 120 psig pressure for 168 hours (center). The cross
section of the G-11 sample after exposure to steam at 350F for 168 hours (right).4

Table 1: Hardness and thickness measurement results of the G-10 and G-11 samples from figures 3
and 4 before and after being exposed to steam. The samples expand and experience a loss in hardness
and tensile strength.4

It is important to recognize applications where elevated temperatures and the production of
superheated water and/or steam are present to avoid the use of a gasket that would leave GRE
exposed to the media. GPT has developed products such as the VCS-ID™ gasket and the new
Evolution™ gasket to overcome the limitations of GRE in steam applications.
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